KAMMOK

INTERNSHIPS

Mission: To Equip and Inspire for Life Changing Adventure.

Join Kammok: Our people

When we look around the Kammok family we see joyful, hilarious, passionate adventurous people. But more importantly, we see people who enjoy taking risks while living out the best of them in and out of work. See how working here can be that story for you.

Our Kammok Family are the heart beat of our company. They inspire each other to set Kammok up for success. This requires taking care of each other before getting into work.

Our HQ family is passionate about experiencing the Roo life everyday and how to equip others in the city to experience it!

We are most excited about preparing for your Roo life journey with us.

Kammok Walkabout Intern Program

We believe interns are our strategists for our next big Kammok adventure.

A “WalkAbout,” is a rite of passion for young aboriginal Australians, a spiritual and physical journey, accompanied by occasional interruptions of work. So although we may not be Australian, the idea of a WalkAbout program truly embodies the work to be done at Kammok. You’re PARAMOUNT For KAMMOK.

Our driving passion is to help those in need, specifically by helping end malaria in Africa. We are looking for ambitious young leaders, like you, to make this goal possible.

As an intern, you will be at the forefront to dream up the next innovation in an expanding market, network across campuses to ignite a movement, and to inspire change in the world through adventure.
**Join Our Walkabout:**
Email your resume & cover letter to jobs@kammok.com.

Include in cover letter:
- why do you want to be part of this
- why are you a good fit for Kammok
- what position fits your skills best
- what do you hope to learn in the walkabout program
- what does our goal, “to move others beyond” mean to you and why

**Requirements:**
- At least 18 years
- Willing to give us at least 15 hrs.
- Currently working on a college or graduate degree
- Must live in the Austin area.

**Intern’s Role:**

**Intern Applications:**

Each intern will:
- Test Kammok products
- Complete one big project from inception to execution
- Have a direct manager to mentor and learn Kammok
- Learn how each department functions as a whole
- Shadow manager in meetings and day to day work
- Meet with other industry leaders
- Career development
- Experience the #RooLife in a microadventure
- Actual experience may vary.

**Positions Include:**
1) Graphic Design (blog / newsletter / etc)
2) Journalism (Content)
3) (Analytics / Research / Consumer insight)
4) Web / Development
5) Photography
6) Videography
7) Retail Management
8) Fashion Design
9) Industrial Design

**Program Dates:** *Rolling applications*
- Fall: September – December
- Spring: Feb – May
- Summer: June – August

www.kammok.com